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New Trends in Indo-Russian Relations 2003
this book is a compilation of articles by over two dozen indian specialists on india s
relations with russia and russia today after the disintegration of the soviet union it is a
unique exercise this study is first of its kind which makes an objective estimate of both
india s relations with russia and changes in russia during 90 s in the last century

Exploring Trends in Employment Relations and New Approaches to
Work in the Twenty-first Century 2000*
this book is an assemblage of the papers and reports presented at a two day seminar on the
emerging trends in india china relations held under the aegis of the centre for policy
alternatives new delhi april 13 and 14 2006 the papers and reports presented at the seminar by
the experts like mr mani shankar aiyar rear admiral retd raja menon ambassador retd c v
rangnathan and chinese ambassador to india h e sun yuxi related to issues of contemporary
significance and immediate relevance such as the border issue non proliferation energy
security foreign policy and so on each write up here is thoroughly researched and provides an
in depth analysis of the bilateral relationship

Emerging Trends in India-China Relations 2006
the present study offers an assessment of security concerns in central asia after the collapse
of soviet union in 1991 it deals with the transition period for the five central asian states
from the communist system to a democratic and pluralistic one essentially the focus of the
writer is on bilateral multilateral and international commitments of these states to ensure
peace and security in the region the withdrawal of nuclear warheads from kazakhstan collective
security formula bilateral agreements and the role of the big powers all make an interesting
study the author has discussed these concerns in the context of the stance of neighbouring
states vis a vis central asia economic interests also figure wherever necessary this work is
highly useful to those who would like to concentrate on any aspect of history in central asia
and adjoining regions in the post soviet period

Central Asia, Security, and Strategic Imperatives 2002
first published in 1984 industrial relations in the future highlights probable developments in
britain s system of industrial relations into the 1990s it also provides a basis for further
and detailed analysis and debate of issues central to the nation s future written by
distinguished scholars in their respective fields the three main sections give reviews from
three contrasting traditions mainstream industrial relations industrial sociology and
management and labour economics these accounts are highly complementary in the ways in which
in each and every case issues of collective bargaining managerial strategy and union response
and the behaviour of governments are all set against a broad backcloth of economic political
and social changes the authors see the ultimate outcome as depending greatly on the policies
and types of action of organised labour managements and governments and possibly of wider
social movements as well this book will be an essential read for scholars and researchers of
labour economics industrial sociology economics and public policy

Industrial Relations in the Future 2021-12-24
as the use of remote work has recently skyrocketed digital transformation within the workplace
has gone under a microscope and it has become abundantly clear that the incorporation of new
technologies in the workplace is the future of business these technologies keep businesses up
to date with their capabilities to perform remote work and make processes more efficient and
effective than ever before in understanding digital transformation in the workplace there
needs to be advanced research on technology organizational change and the impacts of remote
work on the business the employees and day to day work practices this advancement to a digital
work culture and remote work is rapidly undergoing major advancements and research is needed
to keep up with both the positives and negatives to this transformation the research anthology
on digital transformation organizational change and the impact of remote work contains hand
selected previously published research that explores the impacts of remote work on business
workplaces while also focusing on digital transformation for improving the efficiency of work
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while highlighting work technologies digital practices business management organizational
change and the effects of remote work on employees this book is an all encompassing research
work intended for managers business owners it specialists executives practitioners
stakeholders researchers academicians and students interested in how digital transformation
and remote work is affecting workplaces

Research Anthology on Digital Transformation, Organizational
Change, and the Impact of Remote Work 2020-10-30
public relations and communication management serves as a festschrift honoring the work of
public relations scholars james e gruning and larissa a grunig between them the grunigs have
published 12 books and more than 330 articles book chapters and various academic and
professional publications and have supervised 34 doctoral dissertations and 105 master s
theses this volume recognizes the grunig s contributions to public relations scholarship over
the past four decades to honor the grunig s scholarship this volume continues to expand their
body of work with essays from renowned colleagues former students and research associates the
chapters discuss current trends in the field as well as emerging issues that drive the field
forward sample topics include theories and future aspects of the behavioral strategic
management approach to managing public relations and its linkages and implications to related
subfields and key field issues contributions stimulate academic discussion and demonstrate the
relevance of applied theories for the practice of public relations and communication
management with up to date concepts theories and thoughts

Public Relations and Communication Management 2013-06-07
unesco pub monographic collection of case studies on interethnic relations trends in chota
nagpur india the philippines and new zealand analyses relationships between different tribal
peoples and followers of different religions focusing on social conflict in india examines
cultural factors pertaining to chinese and islamic ethnic groups in the philippines and
considers effect of land tenure change in new zealand involving incorporation of maori land
ownership maps references and statistical tables

Trends in Ethnic Group Relations in Asia and Oceania 1979
this book documents the trends and challenges that are taking place in various sectors in
malaysia the chapters written by specialists with an intimate knowledge of the country cover
many of the major issues concerning malaysia a country undergoing significant changes and
challenges

Engaging the Dragon 2018
pr women with influence breaking through the ethical and leadership challengesmakes a unique
and timely contribution by exploring how women in public relations navigate through
attitudinal structural and social barriers in advancing their leadership roles the book is
thoroughly grounded in rich empirical evidence gained through two phases of a funded research
project conducted in the field phase i involves 51 in depth interviews with current female
leaders in public relations and phase ii captures women s perceptions on gender related
barriers in leadership advancement by recruiting a national panel of female public relations
professionals results presented in this book provide a compelling current picture of women and
leadership in public relations by emphasizing our discussion on key issues and barriers as
related to women in pr and their leadership advancement the authors call for real actions and
change to develop a constructive ecosystem within the organization to embrace leadership for
women in pr given its sharp topic focus wealth of empirical data and the relevance of the
topic to today s public relations profession this book is suitable for different audiences
both nationally and globally such audiences include but are not limited to public relations
scholars educators and professionals both leaders and emerging leaders men and women young
professionals women of color and public relations majors this book is appropriate for senior
level undergraduate and graduate courses in public relations and communication management to
facilitate critical thinking leadership development and gender related topic discussion
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Malaysia 2006
the new edition of this classic history of international relations has been completely revised
and updated throughout and remains a major guide to the intellectual lineage and development
of the field in international relations then and now the authors examine the historical
antecedents and the emergence of theories of the state system during the 18th and 19th
centuries culminating in the short lived league of nations they look at the foundation of
international relations as an academic discipline and the competing theories that emerged
within it in an entirely new part to this volume they also consider contemporary developments
within the theories and methodologies of international relations including feminism and
postcolonialism international relations then and now is an indispensable text for students and
scholars interested in the history of the development of international relations

PR Women with Influence 2020-12-22
the ongoing covid 19 pandemic marks the most significant singular global disruption since
world war ii with health economic political and security implications that will ripple for
years to come global trends 2040 2021 global trends 2040 a more contested world 2021 released
by the us national intelligence council is the latest report in its series of reports starting
in 1997 about megatrends and the world s future this report strongly influenced by the covid
19 pandemic paints a bleak picture of the future and describes a contested fragmented and
turbulent world it specifically discusses the four main trends that will shape tomorrow s
world demographics by 2040 1 4 billion people will be added mostly in africa and south asia
economics increased government debt and concentrated economic power will escalate problems for
the poor and middleclass climate a hotter world will increase water food and health insecurity
technology the emergence of new technologies could both solve and cause problems for human
life students of trends policymakers entrepreneurs academics journalists and anyone eager for
a glimpse into the next decades will find this report with colored graphs essential reading

International Relations Then and Now 2019-04-02
the world has undergone significant change since the end of the cold war one such development
is that the asia pacific has become increasingly prominent in international affairs this
comprehensive study provides a detailed understanding of key issues actors and future trends
in the region

Current Issues and Trends in Centre-state Relations 1991
as china enters its proclaimed new era under president xi jinping this book examines changes
and continuity in social relations and political development investigating new developments
against the backdrop of continuations of long term trends and previous policies what has
remained outside many scholarly discussions is a larger backdrop of continuity into which the
policies of xi jinping s administration are inserted to further shape social economic and
political trajectories in contemporary china presented as a volume of methodologically diverse
studies exploring some of the key aspects of social and political development in contemporary
china its authors examine the structural factors that continue to exert influence on china s
trajectory in the new era as before at the deeper and subtler levels this is the first
publication of its kind to focus on how continuity and change interplay under xi it enables
readers to appreciate both genuine novelties and the enduring long term trends as well as to
estimate future trends in the proclaimed new era and beyond social relations and political
development in china will be of significant interest to students and scholars of chinese
studies political science and sociology

Global Trends 2040 2021-03
this book highlights the emerging bidirectional interactions between europe primarily the eu
and asia in the fields of political economy development environmental policy security
diplomacy and inter institutional relations within the context of two recent global trends the
rise of china and the growing withdrawal of the u s from multilateral commitments the volume
incorporates nine different aspects and dimensions of asian european relations in recent
decades asia has re gained rising importance on the world stage which also entails closer
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interconnections with europe in an age of receding american global leadership and reduced
commitments to its european allies the eu and its member states have increasingly become more
open to seeking and considering new partnerships the rising economic prowess of asia has made
it of particular interest for european states the book s focus lies on potential challenges
and opportunities in the bidirectional interactions between european and asian states and
institutions

Future Trends in East Asian International Relations 2014-03-18
papers presented at the international seminar on emerging trends in indo african relations
held at new delhi during 19 20 november 2004

Social Relations and Political Development in China 2022-04
how can a divided world share a single planet as the environment rises ever higher on the
global agenda the discipline of international relations ir is engaging in more varied and
transformative ways than ever before to overcome environmental challenges focusing in
particular on the key trends of the past 20 years this volume explores the main developments
in the global environmental crisis with each chapter considering an environmental issue and an
approach within ir in the process adjacent fields including energy politics science and
technology and political economy are also touched on traditions and trends in global
environmental politics is aimed at anybody interested in the key international environmental
problems of the day and those seeking clarification and inspiration in terms of approaches and
theories that decode how the environment is accounted for in global politics it will be an
essential resource for students and scholars of global environmental politics and governance
environmental studies and ir

International Relations Then and Now 1991
software is the essential enabler for the new economy and science it creates new markets and
new directions for a more reliable flexible and robust society it empowers the exploration of
our world in ever more depth however software often falls short behind our expectations
current software methodologies tools and techniques remain expensive and not yet reliable for
a highly changeable and evolutionary market many approaches have been proven only as case by
case oriented methods this book presents a number of new trends and theories in the direction
in which we believe software science and engineering may develop to transform the role of
software and science in tomorrow s information society this publication is an attempt to
capture the essence of a new state of art in software science and its supporting technology is
also aims at identifying the challenges such a technology has to master

New Challenges and Opportunities in European-Asian Relations
2021-05-20
selected proceedings of the xth public relations world congress between people and power
amsterdam june 3 7 1985

Trends in Indo-African Relations 2010
this book shows a vision of the present and future of industry 4 0 and identifies and examines
the most pressing research issue in industry 4 0 containing the contributions of leading
researchers and academics this book includes recent publications in key areas of interest for
example a review on the industry 4 0 what is the industry 4 0 the pillars of industry 4 0
current and future trends technologies taxonomy and some case studies a u t o 4 0
stabilization of digitized process this book also provides an essential tool in the process of
migration to industry 4 0 the book is suitable as a text for graduate students and
professionals in the industrial sector and general engineering areas the book is organized
into two sections 1 reviews 2 case studies industry 4 0 is likely to play an important role in
the future society this book is a good reference on industry 4 0 and includes some case
studies each chapter is written by expert researchers in the sector and the topics are broad
from the concept or definition of industry 4 0 to a future society 5 0
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Traditions and Trends in Global Environmental Politics
2017-07-20
this book offers case studies methodologies frameworks and architectures and generally the
cutting edge in research within the field of customer relationship management provided by
publisher

New Trends in Software Methodologies, Tools and Techniques
2006-10-03
this set is designed to capture both the complexity of the field of industrial relations
globally as well as bringing out the continuing relevance of competing theoretical approaches
to the subject

A Geography of Public Relations Trends 2013-11-11
this book presents appealing contributions on computational intelligence and mathematics
connecting both areas and offering solutions to a number of interesting real world problems
such problems often require novel solutions as complexity exceeds the tractable size at the
same time the need for good quality realistic solutions results in models and algorithms with
a good balance of resource intensiveness and model quality accuracy many areas of knowledge
call for hybrid solutions that combine traditional mathematical techniques and computational
intelligence based on subsymbolic knowledge representation important research topics are
focused on developing the interaction between computational intelligence and mathematics in
order to address various challenges of the current technological age written by influential
leading researchers this book discusses the latest trends in hybridising mathematics and
computational intelligence

Industry 4.0 2020-03-25
this open access book collects the major discussions in divorce research in europe it starts
with an understanding of divorce trends why was divorce increasing so rapidly throughout the
us and europe and do we see signs of a turn do cohabitation breakups influence divorce trends
or is there a renewed stability on the partner market in terms of divorce risks the book
contains new insights on eastern european countries these post socialist countries have
evolved dramatically since the fall of the wall and at present they show the highest divorce
figures in europe also the influence of gender and more specifically women s education as a
risk in divorce is examined cross nationally the book also provides explanations for the
negative gradient in female education effects on divorce it devotes three separate parts to
new insights in the post divorce effects of the life course event by among others looking at
consequences for adults and children but also taking the larger family network into account as
such the book is of interest to demographers sociologists psychologists family therapists ngos
and politicians this wide ranging volume details important trends in divorce in europe that
hold implications for understanding family dissolution causes and consequences throughout the
world highly recommended for researchers and students everywhere

Successful Customer Relationship Management Programs and
Technologies: Issues and Trends 2012-03-31
an in depth look at the forces and trends changing china and its place in the world china has
dominated the news for nearly a decade and will continue to grab headlines as it moves
inexorably toward becoming the world s largest economy it already has the largest middle class
in the world the most internet users the largest army and is the world s largest polluter yet
all this growth causes problems as china adapts to the laws of other lands in which it has
investments learns how to meet international guidelines and safety standards for its products
stretches its resources to the limit and struggles to maintain stability and control over an
increasingly restive population china inside out explores the social and economic forces
unleashed by china s relentless drive to modernization bill dodson presents the stories of
average chinese workers along with interviews with experts interlaced with his own experiences
the end result is an insider s view of the forces reshaping china as it takes an increasingly
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prominent role in the new world order looks at the trends reshaping china and reveals how
china s place in the world is evolving written by an industry analyst advisor and business
manager in china who is also a columnist for the china economic review explains important
changes for investors and business leaders interested in china for business leaders investors
and china watchers china inside out offers a truly in depth examination of china s changing
role in the world

Industrial Relations: Approaches to industrial relations and
trends in national systems 2002
our intuition on how the world works could well be wrong we are surprised when new competitors
burst on the scene or businesses protected by large and deep moats find their defenses easily
breached or vast new markets are conjured from nothing trend lines resemble saw tooth mountain
ridges the world not only feels different the data tell us it is different based on years of
research by the directors of the mckinsey global institute no ordinary disruption the four
forces breaking all the trends is a timely and important analysis of how we need to reset our
intuition as a result of four forces colliding and transforming the global economy the rise of
emerging markets the accelerating impact of technology on the natural forces of market
competition an aging world population and accelerating flows of trade capital and people our
intuitions formed during a uniquely benign period for the world economy often termed the great
moderation asset prices were rising cost of capital was falling labour and resources were
abundant and generation after generation was growing up more prosperous than their parents but
the great moderation has gone the cost of capital may rise the price of everything from grain
to steel may become more volatile the world s labor force could shrink individuals
particularly those with low job skills are at risk of growing up poorer than their parents
what sets no ordinary disruption apart is depth of analysis combined with lively writing
informed by surprising memorable insights that enable us to quickly grasp the disruptive
forces at work for evidence of the shift to emerging markets consider the startling fact that
by 2025 a single regional city in china tianjin will have a gdp equal to that of the sweden of
that in the decades ahead half of the world s economic growth will come from 440 cities
including kumasi in ghana or santa carina in brazil that most executives today would be hard
pressed to locate on a map what we are now seeing is no ordinary disruption but the new facts
of business life facts that require executives and leaders at all levels to reset their
operating assumptions and management intuition

Trends in Mathematics and Computational Intelligence
2018-10-08
globalization has been the buzzword in international political and academic discourse since
the 1990s it is used as a general descriptor of a world in which borders are becoming less and
less important while transnational flows of capital and goods but also of ideas and people
cultural norms and values crime war and viruses are increasing if globalization s dynamics are
to be fully understood a reasonable critique is to be formulated and realistic political
proposals to meet the challenges of globalization are to be developed this complex phenomenon
must be dissected challenges of globalization brings together prominent authors of different
national backgrounds they look beyond the buzzword to provide a genuinely global view of
globalization the editors introduction provides a roadmap through the globalization debate and
shows the connections between the different aspects covered in detail in the various
contributions this volume deals with two major issues first the economic societal ecological
and political consequences of globalization including but also going beyond the identification
of globalization s winners and losers worldwide and second solutions that have emerged from
the current political debate to cope with the various challenges these include the creation of
new global governance structures fostering a global civil society that might enhance the
democratic legitimacy of global governance and strategies to be implemented at national and
regional levels allowing states to adapt in ways that make liberalization compatible with
development in poor countries and enable the rescue of the welfare state in rich countries
challenges of globalization serves as a multi dimensional and accessible introduction to the
globalization debate and will be of particular interest to academics policymakers and
international agencies
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Divorce in Europe 2020-01-30
this book looks at china s bilateral relationships with other east asian countries in terms of
developmental relations and the increasing mutual exposure of their citizens

China Inside Out 2011-01-25
information technology has helped to facilitate the development of various marketing
techniques thus enabling a more efficient distribution of the data that are essential to
business success these advances have equipped managers with superior tools to interpret
available consumer and product data and use this information as part of their strategic
planning trends and innovations in marketing information systems features the latest
prevailing technological functions and procedures necessary to promote new developments in
promotional tools and methods bringing together extensive discussions on the role of digital
tools in customer relationship management social media and market performance this book is an
essential reference source for business professionals managers and researchers interested in
the use of current technology to improve marketing practice

No Ordinary Disruption 2016-08-30
this edited book delves into important current issues and trends in internal communication
from a strategic communication perspective it presents recent research findings theories best
practices and cases in internal communication on a global scale the book discusses emerging
and important long standing issues in depth including topics such as employee advocacy
internal social media internal issue management and crisis communication employee activism
purposeful communication leadership communication internal csr communication cross cultural
global internal communications internal communication and employee well being within these
topics the chapters address the function of internal communications in contemporary times the
role of leaders how to integrate emerging technologies building an internal brand and
measuring the effectiveness of internal communication this book will be a comprehensive source
on internal communication especially on its new theoretical development related to the
emerging issues and trends best practices and future directions for research and practice

Challenges of Globalization 2017-12-02
social sciences have always been an important tool that enables human beings to examine and
understand society through social sciences researchers gain understandings of social phenomena
and changes by providing commentaries producing explanations and attempting to synthesize a
diversity of information sets to formulate theories since the concept of change has been the
hallmark of the new millennium researchers have witnessed a transformation in every aspect of
the modern world at an ever increasing speed particularly in the social facet of human life
ways of thinking that had previously been upheld and taught may therefore no longer be
appropriate or effective as tools to understand contemporary phenomena and changes the
handbook of research on current trends in asian economics business and administration is a
critical reference source that examines different aspects of social sciences management
sociology and education to better understand today s society and social life in the asian
context the book identifies trends impacts and implications of disruptive technologies for
business and socio economic development as well as strategic advantage on different levels of
business and administration covering topics that include e commerce green management
information technology economic growth and distance learning this book is essential for
economists academicians government officials policymakers social scientists managers leaders
behavioral scientists academicians researchers and students

Price Trends and Relationships for Forest Products 1957
kashmir is arguably one of the most contentious and complex issues in south asia today it has
persisted for more than 50 years despite wars summits and declarations and seems to be as
intractable as ever this important book sheds fresh light on the genesis of the problem and
examines the consequences of the often ignored fact that british officers commanded the armed
forces of both india and pakistan at that time based on documents that have now been
declassified it reveals the roles played by mountbatten and the british service chiefs in
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india and pakistan during the kashmir war of 1947 48 among the important questions mr dasgupta
addresses and answers are why india took the kashmir issue to the united nations why india did
not carry the war into pakistan the reasons india accepted a ceasefire the interplay between
diplomatic and military developments the author begins with an account of british policy
military and diplomatic towards the two dominions drawing on british archival material he goes
on to discuss the evolution of british policy on kashmir the role played by the western powers
in the security council the clandestine guidance received by the c in c of the indian forces
from mountbatten and the british authorities the secret understanding between the two c in c
and the attempt made by general bucher to negotiate an informal truce with his counterpart in
pakistan how mountbatten used and abused his authority to ensure that the kashmir issue did
not escalate into a full scale inter domain war analysing the role of the great powers in
third world conflict this exciting and insightful book will be of great interest both to the
lay reader and to those involved in international studies political science modern indian and
military history strategic affairs conflict peace studies and south asian politics

Chinese People's Diplomacy and Developmental Relations with
East Asia 2022-04-29
today s investors need to understand geopolitical trends as a main driving force of markets
this book provides just that an understanding of the interplay between geopolitics and
economics and of the impact of that dynamic on financial markets to me geo economics is the
study of how geopolitics and economics interact in international relations plenty of books on
geopolitics have been written by eminent experts in politics and international affairs this
book is not one of them first i am neither a political scientist nor an expert in
international affairs i am an economist and an investment strategist who has been fascinated
by geopolitics for many years and this fascination has led me to the realization that almost
all books and articles written on geopolitics are useless for investors political scientists
are not trained to think like investors and they are not typically trained in quantitative
methods instead they engage in developing narratives for geopolitical events and processes
that pose risks and opportunities for investors my main problem with these narratives is that
they usually do not pass the so what test geopolitical risks are important but how am i to
assess which risks are important for my portfolio and which ones are simply noise because
geopolitics experts focus on politics they do not provide an answer to this crucial question
for investors what could be important for a geopolitics expert and for global politics could
be totally irrelevant for investors for example the us wars in iraq and afghanistan have been
going on for almost two decades now and have been an important influence on the political
discussion in the united states but for investors the war in afghanistan was a total nonevent
and the war in iraq had only a fleeting influence when it started in 2003 geopolitics experts
cannot answer the question of which geopolitical events matter for investors and which do not
unfortunately some experts thus claim that all geopolitical risks matter and that these risks
cannot be quantified but only assessed qualitatively nothing could be further from the truth
in the chapters that follow i discuss geopolitical and geo economic events from the viewpoint
of an investor and show that they can be quantified and introduced as part of a traditional
risk management process i do this in two parts the first part of this book focuses on
geopolitics that matters to investors it reviews the literature on a range of geopolitical
events and shows which events have a material economic effect and which do not the second part
of this book puts the insights from those first chapters into practice by applying them to
current geopolitical trends in this second part i stick my head out and examine the impact the
geopolitical trends have on the economy and financial markets today and their likely
development in the coming years joachim klement cfa

Diaspora-Israel Relations 1989
contributed articles presented at the 15th asian security conference on february 13 14 2013 at
idsa new delhi

Trends and Innovations in Marketing Information Systems
2015-10-21
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Current Trends and Issues in Internal Communication 2021-09-28

Handbook of Research on Current Trends in Asian Economics,
Business, and Administration 2021-10-08

War and Diplomacy in Kashmir, 1947-48 2014-11-08

Geo-Economics: The Interplay between Geopolitics, Economics,
and Investments 2021-04-28

Dental Industry News 1966

Emerging Trends in West Asia 2014
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